Gallery schedules local art
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Creighton’s Lied Art Gallery has a full spring exhibit schedule featuring four talented Nebraska artists. Currently showing is UNL professor Patrick Rowan’s Procession which runs through Feb. 16th.

Opening Feb. 21 is an exhibit by the Rev. Michael Flecky, S.J., a compilation of his recent photography work. Flecky is an associate professor of photography. Gallery director, the Rev. Ted Bohr, S.J., said that Flecky’s work is “excellent” and that they “are pleased he is sharing his work with the gallery.”

The last exhibit to open this spring is that of Aspen Hochhalter and Ben Isburg, bachelor of fine art students. “Part of our visual arts bachelors program requires the students to have a showing of their work prior to graduation,” said Bohr. Hochhalter and Isburg will open their show on April 4th.